City of Eugene Animal Services
Six Month Report
July 1, 2012 through December 31, 2012
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BUILDING A NEW SERVICE
Each year hundreds of animals in Eugene find themselves lost, abandoned, and neglected. Others are
deemed to be potentially dangerous and their owners are required to make changes in how their dog is
allowed to interact in our community.
Pet ownership is on the rise and an estimated 62% of households in the U.S. own a pet. The number of
dogs alone in Eugene is projected to be growing and currently over 40,000. Providing animal services is
vital to ensuring a safety net for animals and safeguarding the public. Although the City of Eugene has
operated the low cost Spay and Neuter Clinic for many years, on July 1, 2012 the City’s new Animal
Services Program in the Eugene Police Department began providing the following services:
− Two full-time specially-trained Animal Welfare Officers providing service to Eugene seven days a
week.
− The issuing of Eugene dog licenses. The issuing of optional cat licenses.
− Sheltering and adoption services for lost, abandoned and neglected Eugene animals through a
contract with Greenhill Humane Society to run the 1st Avenue Shelter.
In the past, Lane County Animal Services
provided shelter and adoption, licensing, and
enforcement services to the unincorporated
areas of Lane County and the Cities of
Eugene and Springfield. Due to significant
budget cuts for all three jurisdictions these
agencies came together in 2012 to develop a
transition plan to a new model that held each
jurisdiction individually responsible for its own
enforcement, licensing and public education;
with joint sheltering and adoption services. All
were committed to maintaining a high
standard for animal health, safety and
welfare, and maintaining the gains achieved by Lane County in recent years – reducing euthanasia,
increasing live release rates, and preserving the relationships with volunteers and donors.
The new model was tested over the last six months. While service to the community was not interrupted
and the program made solid steps forward, there were many times we needed to take a step back and
make corrections in order to create a solid foundation for the program. It has been an incredible learning
opportunity for all involved and we look forward to building an even better service in the months and years
ahead.
Kelly Darnell
City of Eugene
Interim Animal Services Manager
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ENFORCEMENT
Field Services
Field services for this new program began on July 1, 2012 during the peak call time for loose animals,
animals left in hot cars, etc. In many ways the intensity of the first few months helped the program quickly
get a sense of areas that needed improvement and make those changes at the very start of the program.
For the past six months, Eugene’s Animal Welfare Officers have been providing service to the community
seven days a week from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Via a dedicated animal services line, the 9-1-1

Communications Center handles all incoming calls for animal services, gathers
information, and makes officer assignments.

Animal Welfare Officers respond to:
− Dogs at large
− Sick and injured dogs at large
− Injured or very sick cats at large
− Potentially dangerous dogs
− Found dogs that need to be transported to shelter
− Animal abandonment, abuse and neglect
− Animals left in hot cars
− Dogs off leash
− Barking dogs as time allows
In addition, Animal Welfare Officers provide dog licensing and Eugene Animal Code education and
information.
In preparation for this new service, a lot of effort went into ensuring Animal Welfare Officers had the correct
equipment and training they needed to do their work. Although they came to the City with over 30 years
combined experience, working inside the Eugene Police Department was new and trainings on everything
from radio procedures to officer safety were a top priority. Officers would also be using more modern
technology in their vehicles to better
manage their call load and improve
response time.
To date, Eugene’s Animal Welfare Officers
have been dispatched to over 1,200 calls for
service. Many calls require extensive follow
up with complainants, animal owners, the
shelter and local emergency veterinary
offices. Top calls for service are

dogs at large, dog bites, animal
abuse and neglect, and injured
animals.
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Animal Abandonment, Abuse and Neglect
In the first six months, Animal Welfare Officers responded
to almost 200 cases of animal abandonment, abuse and
neglect. Typically neglect cases are coming from homes
where the owner is unable to care for themself, let alone
their pets. A big part of the field work is helping owners see
the conditions their animals are living in, making positive
changes to both the environment and the care the animal
is receiving, and making follow up wellness checks. Some
animals are ultimately removed from the home. Animal
Cruelty is a crime that is investigated by Eugene Police.
Although Animal Welfare Officers do not have law
enforcement powers, they provide assistance with
documentation and investigation of animal cruelty cases.
Potentially Dangerous Dogs
Since its inception, the program has classified 39 dogs as potentially dangerous. Many of these cases
involved bites to humans. This is a 40 percent increase over the same period of time in 2011.
While the program does not have a definitive reason for this increase, it may have to do with the increased
level of responsiveness provided by dispatch at the Communication Center. Owners of dogs deemed
potentially dangerous must comply by coming to the Eugene Police Records front counter to purchase a
potentially dangerous dog collar, tag and sign to display in the front of their home. Many owners must also
make physical changes to their property in order to provide a secure enclosure.
Dogs at Large
This is by far the number one service call received for Animal Welfare Officers with almost 300 cases in the
first six months. While it is vital for dogs to be secure on their property and on leash when off their property,
this doesn’t always happen both due to accidents and noncompliance. Dogs at large can cause serious
public safety issues and are at great risk of being injured in a traffic collision. Dogs purposely allowed to be
off leash can be intimidating to people
and other dogs, increase the number
of dog bite cases in Eugene, and often
make places like local parks less
attractive to community members.
Although it’s the law and many
community members are cited for
having their dog off leash or loose off
their property, officers often give
warnings and work hard to educate
citizens about all the reasons keeping
dogs on leash and safely secure at
home improves safety for both people
and dogs.
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A Longstanding Collaboration with Eugene Police
City of Eugene Police Department Officers and 9-1-1 Communications Center Staff have had a role in
animal services for decades. Prior to the recent transition, when Lane County’s Animal Welfare Officers
were off duty, Eugene Police would often respond to cases such as vicious dogs at large and animals
struck by cars. Animal Welfare Officer’s would assist Eugene Police with pets owned by citizens they were
interacting with and Eugene Police would provide back up to Animal Welfare Officer’s when they needed to
visit a potentially dangerous home. In addition, the 9-1-1 Communications Center took response calls for
the public animal shelter after hours. Today, Animal Services continues to partner with Eugene Police
Officers and the highly-skilled Communications Center staff manages calls for service 24 hours a day and
dispatches Eugene’s two Animal Welfare Officers. With Animal Services being part of the Eugene Police
Department there have been improvements in communication and better outcomes from both animals and
people in Eugene.

________________________________________________________________________
Dogs, Cats, and More

While Animal Welfare Officers
primarily work with domestic
animals, every once in a while
they get a very different
customer.
On a hot day in August 2012, an
Animal Welfare Officer was
dispatched to a call about a calf
that had been left in a rental van
for two to three days in Eugene.
The officer found a three week
old calf with its umbilical cord still
attached and no access to food
or water.
The calf was removed from the vehicle and taken to the 1st Avenue Animal Shelter for care. No
report of a missing calf was ever filed with Eugene Police and the calf was never claimed. The calf
was ultimately adopted by a family who was taken with her story. Months later the owners of the
calf were found and cited for animal neglect.
______________________________________________________________________________
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OUTREA
ACH
Summer Hot
H Dog Campaign
The progrram began during the
busiest tim
me for complaaints of
animals leeft in hot cars.. Typically
those callss come from large
l
retail
parking arreas. In addition to
enforcemeent response,, the program
created ann outreach caampaign to
remind peeople not to leeave their petss
in cars on hot days. The campaign
f TV news stories;
s
Valleyy
included five
River Cennter displayingg outreach
posters att all entrancess, posting
informatioon on their Faccebook page
and tweetting to their more than
3,000 folloowers; the Lane County
Fair makinng posters and flyers
available throughout
t
the fair; and staaff from the Walmart
W
store oon west 11th sspending two days handingg out
informatioonal flyers andd raising over $3,000 in “hoot dog” sales tto benefit outrreach efforts oof the Animal
Services program.
p
Media Covverage Highlights
− The program filmed a Working City episode that providded an overvieew of the proggram and featured
thhe fieldwork off Eugene’s Annimal Welfaree Officers, Cityy of Eugene S
Spay and Neuuter Clinic, andd
opperations at thhe 1st Avenuee Shelter. Thee episode aireed repeatedly on Metro TV channel 21.
− Animal
A
Servicees had a tremeendous amouunt of news cooverage leadinng up to and during the
transition to thee new servicee model. Mostt of the intervieews were aim
med at helpingg community
members
m
know
w where to go for service annd why the traansition was hhappening.
− KLCC’s
K
Rachaael McDonald did a ride along with an Annimal Welfaree Officer as paart of an in-depth
sttory on animaal services in Eugene.
E
− The Register Guard
G
editoriaal “Animal servvices’ new eraa – The hope:: Better resultts at lower cosst”
was
w published on July 15, 2012.
− The Eugene Weekly
W
did a sttory about thee changes in aanimal servicees, numbers tto contact, peet
e Animal Seervices also raan a large ad about how to license your pet in
saafety during thhe summer, etc.
thhe Weekly.
− On
O Christmas Eve day, all thhree major TV
V networks coovered Animal Welfare Officer Carlson
wearing
w
a Santta hat and handing out treaats to dogs onn leash. The eeffort was aimed at raising
aw
wareness of Eugene’s
E
leassh laws.
Website
The progrram has linkedd together a roobust web preesence with inndividual pagees for generaal animal serviices
informatioon, 1st Avenuee Shelter, onlinne licensing, deceased
d
ani mal pick up, aand the Spay and Neuter C
Clinic.
To visit goo to www.eugeene-or.gov/annimalservices
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LICENSING
Dog licensing is a very important part of animal services. It is estimated that 40 percent of dogs

in Eugene have a current license. Top reasons to license:
•
•
•

Revenue from licensing sales covers the program’s work to provide a strong safety net for animals
and safeguard the public.
A license is a dog’s ticket home; lost dogs with a current license are much more likely to be
returned directly home when found which has multiple benefits including saving shelter costs.
Licensing helps ensure high rabies vaccination compliance in that in order to license a dog it must
have a current rabies vaccination record.
Where to Purchase
City of Eugene dog licenses were made available when the new
program launched. They can be purchased at most local veterinary
offices, the Eugene Spay and Neuter Clinic, the 1st Avenue Shelter,
the front counter at the Eugene Police Department, and online at
www.eugene‐or.gov/doglicense.

U of O Entrepreneurial Marketing Class Takes on Licensing
Students from the University of Oregon’s Entrepreneurial Marketing
class took on the challenge of how to improve licensing rates in
Eugene. The goal of the exercise for students was to understand the
limitations that are faced by businesses and agencies in terms of
scope, time, and resource; yet to develop strategies and tactics that
will help them meet their goals. As part of their assignment students
interviewed hundreds of community members about dog licensing.
They found that the three most important factors that encourage
community members to license are knowing what licensing fees
support and that it’s the law, and making the process easy. They also discovered that most would prefer to
license through their vet office. Their final report had many great outreach ideas that will be beneficial to the
program.
Pet Data
It is estimated that the City of Eugene will sell or renew over 8,000 licenses in FY 13. The administrative
work involved in running a licensing program includes:
• Rabies data entry
• Processing applications – online, vet clinics, mail in and walk up
• Selling of licenses – regular or potentially dangerous
• Financial processing
• Mailing tags and renewal letters
• Handling incoming licensing phone calls
• Updating licensing database
• Records retention
• Answering licensing questions from local vet offices, animal owners, shelter managers and
citizens who have found a lost pet with a license.
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The City of Eugene has entered into a contract with a company called Pet Data to more efficiently provide
these services. Pet Data has been providing animal licensing services for over 18 years and works with 45
communities. They are known for their excellent customer support and are available to answer questions
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Pet Data promotes local veterinary offices selling licenses on their
website and prides itself on its customization which allows cities to tailor their own web page and customer
communications to reflect the values of their community. Pet Data will be up and running by the end of
March 2013.

Estimated Yearly Licensing Revenue Sources
5%
9%

10%
Vet clinic sales
License renewals
Rabies follow up licensing letter

71%

Online/In person first time license
purchase
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SHELTER AND ADOPTION SERVICES
The 1st Avenue Shelter cares for stray, abandoned and neglected animals, reunites owners with their pets,
provides medical attention to those animals in need,
and finds new loving homes for animals who go
unclaimed.
Shelter Stats – Lane County, Eugene, Springfield
− Cared for 1,118 animals (a 22% increase
over prior year at shelter) while maintaining
a manageable number of animals in the
shelter. City of Eugene portion: 752
animals (a 30% increase over prior year).
− Return to Owner (RTO) 2.8% of cats and
47% of dogs (Prior year at shelter: RTO
3.7% cats, 41% of dogs)
− Live Release: cats: 86%, dogs 97% (Same period prior year at shelter: cats 92%, dogs 97%)
− Average length of stay for dogs: 11 days. (Same period prior year at shelter: 16 days)
− Average length of stay for cats: 21 days. (Same period prior year at shelter: 32 days)
− Volunteerism: In December, 478.43 volunteer hours out of a total of 1,125.22 (43%) were dog
walking or dog care related hours. 408.31 (36%) were cat related hours. 72.75 hours (6%) were
small animal related hours. The other 15% were office or outreach related activities.
− Total number of volunteer hours July-December: 5,827 hours. Animal care related volunteerism:
avg. 20 minutes per animal per day.
− Staffing: Animal Care Related: 8.8 Full Time Equivalent (FTE), Front Office 2 FTE, Outreach .5
FTE, Volunteer Management .75 FTE, Shelter Management 1 FTE. Animal care related staffing:
avg. 30 minutes per animal per day.
− In Jan, 2013 will add an additional .75 FTE in volunteer management, .5 FTE in Animal Care, and
.5 FTE in front office.

Example of Volunter Hours
December 2012 - 1, 125 hrs.
15%
6%

43%

Dog walking or care
Cat care

36%

Small animal care
Office/Outreach
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City of Eugene Totals July 1 through December 31, 2012
CATS

DOGS

OTHER

TOTAL

Intake from Officers

50

147

5

202

Intake from Residents

310

252

26

588

Total Intake

360

399

31

790

Return to Owner

10

224

2

236

Adoption

197

92

2

294

Transfer - Greenhill

40

34

5

79

Transfer - Breed Specific Rescue

0

3

0

3

Transfer - Other Rescue

8

12

17

37

Stolen

0

0

0

0

Deceased on Arrival

34

4

4

38

Died in Care

10

0

0

10

Euthanasia - Behavior

0

4

0

4

Euthanasia - Health

27

4

0

31

Euthanasia - Owner Request (Health)

0

0

0

0

Total Outcomes

326

377

29

732

Live release Rate (Total Live Out /
Total Out (not including DOA)

87%

98%

100%

94%

6 month summary of activities
790 total Eugene animals, 752 live animals
Eugene animals make up 68% of total sheltering
activities
Average length of stay for dogs: 11 days
Average length of stay for cats: 21 days
Live release rate: cats 87%, dogs 98%, total 94%

Activity for same period previous year
579 live Eugene animals (30% increase)
62% of total 1st Avenue sheltering activities
Average length of stay for dogs: 16 days
Average length of stay for cats: 32 days

Operational Indicators
Total # volunteer hours July-Dec: 5,827
Animal care related volunteerism: avg. 20 mins.
per animal/day
Animal care related staffing: avg. 30 mins. per
animal/day
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Exercise and Fresh Air
Each kennel has an indoor and outdoor
run. Dogs in the shelter get out of their
kennels three times a day for potty
breaks. Their breaks are taken in a 50 x
100 foot outdoor run and last
approximately 20 minutes each. In
addition to potty breaks, the shelter tries
to get each dog out once a day with a
volunteer for a 20 to 40 minute walk.
Cats in the shelter have individual kennel
areas but also spend a great deal of time
out in the common area of the cattery
which virtually always has a dedicated
volunteer there to greet them.
Foster and Volunteer Program
Over the first six months the shelter expanded their volunteer and foster program. The shelter currently has
100 foster families. Potential foster families complete an application and have an interview with the program
coordinator. Additional training is provided when needed and is based on the needs of the animal being
fostered. On the volunteer side, each prospective volunteer attends an orientation then participates in
custom trainings targeting their volunteer assignment. In December 2012, a full time volunteer

and foster coordinator was hired just for the shelter.
Community Awareness
− Active Facebook page used to spotlight animals and
encourage fostering and volunteering
− Monthly E-news that highlights 1st Avenue activities and
animals
− Weekly TV and print spots featuring 1st Avenue animals
− Open house held in December
− Multiple TV news interviews about the shelter
− Working with Save the Pets volunteers to bring animals to
off-site adoption events
Cat Program Procedural Change
Cats in “Cat Program” are photographed and put on-line when they first enter the system. This gives
owners a chance to be reunited with their pet while the cat is in the care of the finder and before the cat is
brought to the shelter for housing/care.
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SHELTER CONTRACT
Animal Care
For the first several months after implementation of the new contract for shelter and adoption services, the
City’s contract manager visited 1st Avenue Shelter several times a week to walk through and observe
shelter conditions and ensure the animals in the City’s public shelter program are receiving appropriate
care. Visits were unannounced and done on various days and at different times of day. Each animal in both
the cattery and the kennel was observed to see that they were appropriately housed, that bedding, toys,
food and clean water had been provided, there was no overcrowding, and the animals spent their time in
sanitary conditions. Level of exercise and other human interaction for each animal were reviewed via
volunteer log-in sheets, tracking of dog walks and potty breaks, out-of-cage tracking for cats, and from
observation of shelter staff and volunteer interaction with the animals.
Progress on implementation of the shelter and adoption program over the first six months of operation has
been significant and animals have been observed to be receiving good care and exercise. Greenhill has
acted appropriately within its range of responsibilities and continues to improve operation of the shelter
program. A number of protocols describing shelter procedures and animal care have been completed and
in effect. With the accomplishment of full implementation of shelter and adoption services, observational
visits are now done once a week.
Besides ongoing shelter observational visits there are several indicators by which the success of the shelter
and adoption program can be judged. Each month 1st Avenue Shelter staff submits a statistical report of
shelter activities. One key indicator reported each month is the live release rate of animals in the shelter. In
each of the first six months of operation 1st Avenue Shelter has exceeded the 90% average live release
rate required under the contract. The rate of animals returned to owners and adoptions have increased
each month. Although the shelter is receiving more animals, on average animals are spending less time in
the shelter. Animals are being returned to their owners faster, adopted out and transferred. Outcomes for
animals transferred to Greenhill or other rescue agencies are tracked. Volunteer participation has increased
as well. Shelter operation information including protocols and the latest shelter statistics are available to the
public by visiting www.eugene-or.gov/animalservices and clicking on the 1st Avenue Shelter link.
Facility Maintenance
On July 1, 2012, the City of Eugene also took
management responsibility for the existing
animal shelter facility from Lane County. City
and shelter staff quickly determined that the
facility, which has been utilized for over 30
years, had several overdue maintenance issues
including problems with heating and water
systems, tree hazards, and asbestos abatement.
City Facility staff began systematically
addressing these issues to bring the facility to an
acceptable level of maintenance and ensure
safe and confortable conditions for animals,
shelter staff and visitors.
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The City of
o Eugene is responsible
r
foor providing all ongoing buillding maintennance at the 1st Avenue Sheelter.
Tasks com
mpleted:
− Repairs
R
to heating system (nnew heating system
s
installeed in dog area Feb 2013)
− Rekeyed
R
exterior and interioor doors
− Disassembled
D
and removedd old walk in cooler
c
− Recharged/rep
R
placed fire extinguishers
− Provided a law
wn mower
− Fixed door to laaundry area
− Patched damaged plaster att base of entryy to the kenneel area on botth sides
− Encapsulated existing
e
hard flooring in thee lobby and haall and installeed new vinyl fflooring
− Removed
R
existting carpeting in office areaa and replacedd with vinyl floooring
− Replaced
R
rusteed exterior hollow metal leaaf door openinng to back yarrd area
− Trimmed dangerous limbs frrom the trees behind kenneel
− Repaired
R
the outside
o
water shutoff
s
leak
− Covered
C
open cutout on inside of front dooor for safety
− Done
D
and conttinuing - contrrol pest probleem (mice)
− Created
C
and innstalled new street,
s
welcom
me and interiorr signs

New Streeet Sign

New Weelcome Signn
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ANIMAL SERVICES FUNDING
The FY13 budget for Animal Services includes all projected revenue and costs for the fully transitioned
program. The City Spay/Neuter Clinic continues to be located in the City Manager’s Office, and Clinic
activity is budgeted separately from Police Animal Services program. The Spay/Neuter Clinic is fully
supported by Clinic fees for service, and is not included in the following discussion. Most resources for the
Police Animal Services program are provided by the General Fund.
The FY13 budget non-fee-backed General Fund support was reduced from the FY12 level by $65,000.
One-time funding of $65,000 was provided and this one-time funding will not be continued in FY14, for a
total reduction of $130,000 in non-fee-backed General Fund support between FY12 and FY14.
About $250,000 or 34% of the programs needs are expected to be provided by animal license fees. Shelter
fees for adoptions and other shelter services related to animals under the City contract are projected to be
$55,000. A small amount of donations to the program is budgeted as well. Total FY13 program activity is
budgeted at $834,185.

FY13 Budgeted Resources - Eugene Police Animal Services

License Fees,
$250,000
General Fund
(non‐fee‐
backed),
$461,185
Shelter Fees
(Retained under
Contract),
$55,000

Donations,
$3,000
General Fund ‐
One Time,
$65,000
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FY13 Budgeted Requirements - Eugene Police Animal Services

Other Material &
Services,
$116,673
Personnel,
$328,512

Shelter Fees
(Retained under
Contract),
$55,000

Shelter Contract
Payment,
$334,000

Shelter Fees
Prior to FY13, City animal license and shelter fees were charged by Lane County under a contract with the
City. These fees were not reported to the City and did not appear as either revenue or expenditures in the
City budget. Instead these fees were retained by Lane County as partial compensation for services the
County provided to the City.
With the transition of services from the County to the City these fees now appear in the City budget.
License fees are shown as program revenue and will generally support the program. Shelter fees now
appear as both program revenue and expenditures. The new contract with Greenhill for shelter services
allows Greenhill to charge City shelter fees and retain them as partial compensation as did the County.
However, the retained shelter fees are now reported to the City and will appear in the City budget.
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NEXT SIX MONTHS
Field Services
Take a closer look at the legal side of field services in order to help ensure officers are using the best tools
possible to gather evidence and obtain positive outcomes on neglect and abuse cases.
Animal Services Focus Group
Gather a group of community members together to learn more about Eugene’s shelter and adoption
services, enforcement, licensing, and outreach, in order to provide feedback. The team will include a
veterinarian, a shelter expert, an animal welfare agency member, an animal advocacy representative, a 1st
Avenue Shelter volunteer, and two outreach/communications professionals.
Licensing
−
−
−
−

Increase licensing sales in order to reduce the program’s dependence on the City of Eugene general fund
and stabilize program services.
Pet Data begins providing licensing services to Eugene on March 31.
Work with the local nonprofit ProBrono to offer a free dog licenses to homeless individuals with spayed or
neutered dogs.
Consider creating a new license sales location in the downtown public safety station.

Outreach
In spring/summer 2013 launch an outreach campaign on the benefits of dog licensing. Outreach featuring
general information program services, real case stories, and the importance of keeping dogs on leash will
be ongoing.
Shelter
The City of Eugene’s top building maintenance priorities are:
−
−

−

Final repairs or replacement of heat system in kennel area
Repair the landscape sprinkler system –Currently winterized
Install powered ventilation system in the isolation room
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